
 

ZEDI ACCESS RELEASE 
 
ZEDI COMPOSITION MANAGEMENT ENHANCEMENTS 
Gain more insight to our new enhancements to Zedi Composition Management. Zedi continues to 
improve the platform based on the feedback that you have provided. We are always looking for 
ways to make your user experience and work processes better.  
 
What’s new in Zedi Composition Management?  

1) Ability to Auto Approve your fluid analyses. 
2) Quickly view the current fluid analysis for ALL locations. 

 
When is this happening?  

• December 14th, 2016  
 
Where can I find this change?  
 
1) New time-saving ability to Auto Approve your fluid analyses. 
Users now have the ability to automatically approve new fluid analyses which are loaded into Zedi 
Composition Management, should the user wish to enable the feature.   

Activating this feature will save time and bring added efficiency by automating approvals for gas 
compositions that don’t vary outside the user defined limits.  

To begin, users must enable the feature flag within the company settings page by following the steps below: 
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Please Note: If users are unable to access this screen, please contact your company administrator to assist.  

Once enabled, ALL locations that comply with the following criteria will be automatically approved by Zedi 
Composition Management.  Those 3 criteria which must be met before the fluid analysis will be auto 
approved are: 

1. The sample point has 3 previous analyses approved. 
2. The current analysis does not have any validation warnings or errors. 
3. There are no previous pending analyses awaiting approval for the specific sample point. 

 
If any of the above criteria are not met, the analyses will be moved to the Pending Analyses page and will 
have to be approved manually, as per standard work flow. 
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Also, Users can confirm which analyses have been auto approved by looking for the following: 

1. On the Search Fluid Analyses page, the new icon will read Auto Approved. 
 

 
 

 
 

2.  When viewing the analysis, the Approved By field will read “Auto Approved by ZCM” and the 
Effective Date will be the first day of the next month. 
 

 

3. Approver Remarks will also read “Auto Approved Analysis” 
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2) Quickly check the current fluid analyses for all locations. 
 

An “All Current” checkbox has been added to the Export feature in the Search Fluid Analyses screen.   
 
Upon selecting “Export” with the “All Current: checkbox selected, an export file will be created 
containing a list of ALL current analyses for ALL sample points currently loaded onto Zedi Composition 
Management for the specified date range.   
 

This new export feature allows for the users to quickly see and organize their current analyses.   This 
assists in keeping records up to date on when each sample point last had a fluid analysis completed. 
 

 
 
 
If you have any questions about this update please contact Zedi Customer Care at support@zedi.ca or 1-866-
732-6967.  
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